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was so much to do that he had no time to pick and choose. Any
words that happened to be lying around would serve; he flung them
rapidly together with savage sincerity, and hurried on to new labours.
Thompson, like Borden, spoke like an invoice, definite to the third
decimal point, and final,-a host in debate. Sir George Foster,
although too copious and diffusive at times, would have achieved
oratorical honours in any Parliament in the world. And so to the
end of the chapter.
Even our war Parliament, declared by many to be the weakest
and worst since Confederation, maintained the traditions of oratory.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier bestowed upon it his abundant genius. Dr.
Clark achieved heights that would have given him a place among
the most eloquent of the Gladstonians; Sir George Foster, more
mellow, more philosophic, and less warped, spoke at his best; Mr.
Lapointe gave a promise which he has never quite fulfilled; Mr.
Nickle debated with a fine lucidity and distinction; Mr. Lemieux,
now silent in the Speaker's chair, contributed a Gallic passion and
floridity that both stirred and enraptured the House.
To-day the House of Commons is without a single real orator.
More than that, it is doubtful whether it possesses more than four
men of first-class power in debate. Mr. Meighen, given time and
preparation, can make a great speech. But Mr. Meighen is an
advocate, not an orator. He speaks always as from a brief, is
bereft of both passion and pathos, and hmnour is foreign to his
nature. One feels, too, that his speeches lack the background of
history, and the philosophic judgment which knowledge of history
brings, that-in a word-they are less remarkable for greatness of
inspiration than for technical efficiency. Mr. King, on the other
hand, has historical sweep and inspiration, but is lacking in logic
and efficiency. A great speech must have in it passion, structure
and beauty. The Prime Minister's speeches have something of
passion, and a strain of beauty, but are conspicuously deficient in
structure, in logical sequence, in subtlety and power of exposition.
Listening to him, one is conscious more of the revivalist than of the
parliamentary debater; the appeal is not to the reason but to the
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What remains? Mr. Lapointe speaks wen on occasion, but
his phrases are too suggestive of the midnight oil; Mr. Beland is
pleasing without being impressive or persuasive; Sir Lomer Gouin
speaks the language of the counting-house; and Mr. Crerar, although
improving, is still commonplace. Nor is there anyone of much
promise among the rank and file. The Progressive party, like the
Labour party in England, is barren in eloquence. Mr. Woodsworth and Mr. Irvine speak the language of second-rate pulpiteers;
, their empty platitudes, repeated again and again, are intolerably
wearisome; and, in sum, the third party has not heightened the
'average of good speaking. The Conservatives, too, are conspicuously lacking in talent. Mr. Baxter has a curious, clerical style which,
however imposing it may have been in the Legislature of New
Brunswick, leaves the Commons cold; Mr. Stevens u6e~, a cap-andbells style of oratory suitable only for the hustings; and Sir Henry
Drayton is undoubtedly the worst speaker that ever reached the post
of Finance Minister.
Why this decline in eloquence? By some the explanation is
offered that the day of the oration is over because the day of the
rhetorician is over, tha tParliarnents to-day concern themselves more
with statutes and efficiency than with rhetoric and good speaking.
A plausible answer, perhaps, but not convincing. Were the Parliaments of McGee and Dorien, of Blake and Laurier, of Cartwright
and Chapleau, less efficient than the House of Commons of to-day?
Were the men who achieved Confederation, who had the vision
and the courage to carry out the construction of the C. P. R., of
lesser stature than their inarticulate successors of the present time?
Surely no answer is required. .
Then, again, there is the case of England. In the century
that haS elapsed between Pitt and Lloyd George the style of British
oratory has undergone change, but there has been but little diminution in the ascendancy of the orator. To realize this truth one has
but to reflect that the four greatest parliamentary orators in England to-day-Lloyd George, Winston Churchill, Lord Curzon and
Lord Birkenhead--are its four most powerful rulers. N or should
those who sneer at the mere rhetorician forget that in the stormtossed days of the war it was Lloyd George, the orator, who was the
Empire's Man of Action, whose eloquence touched with fire the
lips and the hearts of his people, whose trumpet calls to his countrymen carried them through terror to triumph!
. . lWl 'tWJm1Jlj~lJlmt[\Ql\Ll)f npJptW~Qip H{Jl\§tRri£aL~8&iPgS~l1:iJ.g~
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